Jeffreys Bay Recycling Project
A Community based project
A step by step guide with tips and Information to start your own project.
www.jbayrecyclingproject.org
www.swop-shop.za.net
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Step by step on Recycling day

Step 1: Kids collect recyclable junk like plastic
bottles, tins, glass and cardboard.




Step 2: On a Monday afternoon, they bring it to the
CMR community centre in Pellsrus
Step 3: Volunteers assist the children in sorting their
recyclables, and queuing until it is their turn.
Step 4: Volunteers sign the kids in and give them
their registration cards





Step 5: The kids take the recyclable materials to be
weighed
Step 6: Weights are recorded, points awarded and
tokens issued
Step 7: To the shop! Each child is assisted by a
volunteer to choose their purchases. (no parents are
allowed in the shop)





Step 8: The amount of tokens spent is recorded and
the child's card filed away,

 glass: 2kg = 1 mula
 tin: 1kg = 1 mula

Step 9: Each child is seen off and given food or fruit
if there is any.

Tips and information
•

The project is done in conjuntion with the
local primary schools. It is done outside school
hours.

It is important to have a good relationship
with a local Recycling Company. The collected
recyclables need to be removed from the site,
and the agreed amount per kg paid to the
project. (this is not enough to stock the shop,
but does contribute about 30%)
It is useful to have a lockable room, office or
container at the weekly recycling site, so that
the stock can be stored safely and does not
have to be brought back and forth each time.
For registration cards we use standard index
cards with the following information on:
Surname and Name on top.
Date, tokens earned, spend, saved.
A digital scale is almost essential but we
started off with a hand held hanging scale,
until we could afford to purchase a digital
scale which streamlines the whole process, and
also is so much more accurate.
The recyclables are weighed separately and
tokens awarded on the following basis:
 plastic: 1kg = 2 mula

 cardboard: 1kg = 0.5 mula


The weights and any new children are
recorded on excel on a laptop.

•








The value of the stock in the shop has no
correlation to its commercial value, rather the
items are valued on their essential value to
the child. A roll of toilet paper, tea bags, bar
of soap. Morevite cereal, pen and ruler would
typically each cost 1 Mula.
Luxury items like tinned fish, milk or sugar
are more expensive.
There are also high end items like soccer ball
or bicycles that the children can save for.
Local businesses are essential to the project
as far as donation of stock and money is
concerned
There are two local restaurants who take
turns in donating some sort of meal to the
children. Usually hot dogs, soup or samoosas
are given to the children when they are done,
free of charge.
We have a big fundraising event once or
twice a year.
The volunteers are a very important part of
the success of this project. It is a community
project with no hierarchial system. Decisions
are taken together.
Social media such as Facebook and Whatsapp
play an important role in advertising the
project as well as the co-ordination of events,
etc.

 The biggest message to pass on from this
project is to always have fun, smile, enjoy
your volunteering and do it from a place of
love for these children that are doing such a
huge job.

